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FiNAL RESULTS OF REDETERMINATION PURSUANT TO COURT REMAND

A.

SUMMARY
The Department of Commerce (the Department) prepared these final remand results of

redeteonination pursuant to the opinion and remand order of the U.S. Court of International
Trade (CIT or the Court), issued on March 20. 2015, in Kam Kiu. 1 These final remand results
concern the Department's corroboration of the adverse facts available (AFA) rate assigned to Tai
Shan City Karn K.iu Aluminum Extrusion Co. Ltd. (Kam Kiu) in the Final Results. 2
The Court instructed the Department to reconsider its corroboration methodology with
regard to location-specific subsidy programs included in Kam Kiu's rate and the "Export Rebate
for Mechanic, Electronic, and High-Tech Products" program also included in Karn Kiu's rate, as
well as to explain how the final AFA rate relates to Kam Kiu.

In these final remand results, 1he Department demonstrates that the AF A rate applied to
Kam .Kiu in the Final Results was corroborated to the extent practicable and is relevant to Kam
KiLL

However, io comply with the Court's remand order, under protest, we have adjusted Kam

J(ju' s AFA rate to remove all location-specific subsidy programs aside from programs that Kam
K.iu could have used based on its mamng address. We also further explain below that we have
corroborated Kam Kiu's ability to use the "Export Rebate for Mechanic, Electronic, and High-

1

See Tai Shan City Kam Kir1 Aluminium Extrusion Co. , Ltd. v. United States, Court No. 14-00016; Slip Op. 15-21
(CIT Marcb20, 20I5) (Kom Kiu).
2
See Aluminum Extrusions from the People's Republic ofChina: Final Results of Countervailing Duty
Administrative Review; 2010 and 201 I, 79 FR 106 (January 2, 2014) (Final R~u/ts), and accompanying Issues and
Decision Memorandum (Final Results Decision MemoTandum) at "Use of Facts Otherwise Available and Adverse
lnfere.nces: Apptication ofToral AfA to Non-Cooperative Companies'' and Comment 23.

Tech Products" program to the extent practicable, and demonstrate that Kam Kiu' s revised AFA
rate of 79.80 percent is relevantto Karn Kiu.

B.

BACKGROUND
1.

The Final Results

ln the first administrative review of the countervailing duty (CVD) order on aluminum
extrusions from the People' s Republic of China (PRC), covering the period September 7, 2010,
through December 3 1, 20 11, the Department determined that Kam Ki u failed to respond to its
request for infonnation regarding the company's quantity and value (Q&V) of imports of subject
merchandise to the United States during the period of review (POR) and, therefore, found Kam
Kiu to be uncooperative. Specifically, Karn Kju subnritted its Q&V response, which was due to
the Department on October 18,2012, on June 3, 2013) the signature date of the prel iminary
results. 3 As a result of Kam Kiu' s failure to submit a timely Q&V response, which prevented the
Department from conducting respondent selection based on the company's information, the
Department determined that the application of facts available with an adverse inference was
appropriate pursuant to sections 776(a)(2)(A) and (C) and section 776(b) of the Tariff Act of
1930, as amended (the Act). 4 In accordance with the statute and past practice>the Department
assigned to Kam Kiu a rate based on total AFA of 121 .22 percent, which the Department
determined was corroborated to the extent practicable in accordance with section 776(c) of the

Acl5
The Department explained that, in deciding which facts to use as AFA, section 776(b) of
the Act and 19 CFR 35l.308(c)(1) and (2) authorize the Department to rely on information

3

See Final Results, 79 FR at I 06.
See Final Results Decision Memorandum at ..Use of Facts Otherwise Available and Adverse lnferences:
Application ofTotal AFA to Non-Cooperative Companies" and Comment23.
5 !d.

4

2

derived from : (1) the petition; (2) a final determination in the investigation; (3) any previous
review or determination; or (4) any other information placed on the record. The Department also
explained that its practice when selecting an adverse rate from among the possible sources of
information is to ensure that the rate is sufficiently adverse ''as to effectuate the statutory
purposes of the adverse facts available rule to induce respondents to -provide the Department with
complete and accurate information :in a timely manner." 6 The Department' s practice also ensures
"that the parry does not obtain a more favorable result by failing to coopel'ate than if it bad
cooperated fu11y.''7
Because Kam Kiu failed to cooperate. the Department had no usable record information
concerning the company. To determine Kam Kiu?s subsidy rate, we relied on the Department's

Af A methodology as applied in the underlying aluminum extrusions investigation and other
CVD investigations and administrative reviews. 8 Under this approach, U1e Department computes
a totaJ AF A rate for a non-cooperative company generally using program-specific rates
calculated for the cooperating respondents in the instant review or in prior segments of the
instant proceeding, or calculated in prior CVD cases involving the country under review (in this
case, the PRC), unless it is clear that the industry in which the respondents operate cannot use the
program for which the rates were caJculated.

9

6

See Final Result-s Decision Memorandum at "Use of Facts Olherwise Available and Adverse inferences:
Application of Total AFA to Non-Cooperative Companies." See also, e,g., Notice ofFinal Determination ofSales
at Less Than Fair Value: Static Random Access Memory Semiconductors from Taiwan, 63 FR 8909, 8932
~February 23, 1998).
See Final Results Decision Memorandum at "Use of Facts Otherwise Available and Adverse Inferences:
Application of Total AFA to Non-Cooperative Companies;•· and Statement of Administrative Action (SAA)
accompanying the Uruguay Round Agreements Ac[, H. Doc. No. 3 16, J 03d Cong. 2d Session, at 870.
8
See Final Results Decis ion Memorandum at "Use of Facts Otherwise Available and Adverse lnferences:
Application of Total AFA lo Non-Cooperative Companies" and Comment 23.
9
/d. Because the rates calcuJated in the underlying investigation were caJoulated for voluntary responden13, we did
not use any of those rates in constructing Kam Kiu' s AFA rate. See Final Results Decision Memorandum at " Use of
Facts Otherwise AvaiJable and Adverse loferences: Application ofTotal AFA to Non-Cooperative Companies."

3

As such, in the Final Results. for the income tax rate reduction or exemption programs,
we applied an adverse inference that Kam Kiu paid no income taxes during the POR. The
standard income tax rate for PRC corporations filing income tax returns during the POR was 25
percent. We determined that the highest possible benefit for all income tax reduction or
exemption programs combined is 25 percent (i.e., the income tax programs combined provide a
countervailab]e benefit of 25 percent). 10 Next, for all programs other than those involving
income iax rate reduction or exemption programs, such as grant or loan programs, we fust
sought to apply, where available, the highest above de minimis subsidy rate calculated for an
identical program from any segment of the proceeding. Absent such a rate, we applied, where
available, the highest above de minimis subsidy rate calculated for a similar program from any
segment of the proceeding.' t
In the absence of an above de minimis subsidy rate calculated for the same or similar
program in any segment of this proceeding, we applied the highest non-de minhnis rate
calculated for the same or similar program (based on treatment of the benefit) in another PRC

CVD proceeding. On that basis,. we determined that the AFA rate for Kam Kiu,. and the other
non-cooperative companies, is 121.22 percent ad valorem for the POR.

12

Further, the Department explained its analysis concerning corroborating, to the extent
practicable, tbe secondary information relied upon in its AFA, rate. Specifically, the Department
explained that section 776(c) of the Act provides that, when the Department relies on secondary
information rather than on information obtained in the course of an jnvestigation or review, it
shall, to the extent practicable, corroborate that information from independent sources that are

10

The 25 percent AFA rate does not apply to the income tax credit and rebate, ac<:elerated depreciation, or impon
tariff and value add tax exemption programs because such programs may not affect the tax rate. /d.
ll Jd.
12 Id.

4

reasonably at its disposaL The Department considers information to be corroborated if it has
probative value. 13 To corroborate secondary information, the Department, to the extent
practicable, examined the reliability and relevance ofthe information to be used. The
Department explained that the SAA emphasizes, however, that the Department need not prove
that the selected facts available are the best alternative information. 14
With regard to the reliability aspect of corroboration, we noted that the rates on which we
relied for Kam K.iu's AF A rate were subsidy rates calculated in the current rev iew or other PRC
CVD final determinations. 15 further, the calculated rates were based on information about the

same or similar programs. No infonnation was presented on the record of the administrative
review to caJJ into question the reliability of the calculated rates that were applied as AFA. 16
Finally, unlike other types of information, such as publicly available data on the national
inflation rate of a given country or national average interest rates, there typically are no
independent sources for data on company-specific benefits resulting from countervrulable
subsidy programs.

With respect to the relevance aspect of corroborating the rates selected, the Department
considered jnformation reasonably at its disposal in determining the relevance of information
used to calculate a countervailable subsidy benefit.

13

Jd.• and SAA at 870.

14

/d., and SAA at 869-870.
See Pinal Results Decision Memorandum at "Use of Pacts Otherwise Available and Adverse loferences:

15

AppHcation ofTotal AFA to Non-Cooperative Companies.''
16 Jd.

5

In the absence of record evidence concerning the programs under examination resulting
from Kam Kiu1 s decision not to participate in the review, we reviewed the information
concerning the PRC subsidy programs in this and other cases. For those programs for which the
Department found a program-type match, we determined that, because these are the same or
similar programs, they are relevant to the programs under review in this case. 17 The relevance of
these rates is that they are actual calculated subsidy rates for a PRC program from which Kam
Kiu could actually receive a benefit. Further, the Department explained that these rates were
calculated for periods close to the POR and that, moreover, the failure of Kam Kiu to respond to
rbe Department's request for information "resulted in an egregious lack of evidence on the record

to suggest an altemative rate." 18 Due to the lack of participation by Kam Kiu and the lack of
record information concerning the company's use of programs under review, the Department
corroborated the rates it selected to the extent practicable.

2.

19

The Court's Holding

Before the CIT, Kam Kiu challenged tbe Department's detennination to apply total AFA
as welJ as its corroboration of the AFA rate with respectto Kam Kiu's use of location-specific
subsidy programs and the "Export Rebate for Mechanic, Electronic, and High-Tech Products''
program.

1n its decision, the Court affirmed the Department's determination to apply AFA to

K.am Kiu where Kam K.iu failed to file a timely Q&V response, instead submitting it over seven
months late and on the signature day of the preliminary results.20 The Court stated that
" requiring. Commerce to consider the late-filed response without using facts available or adverse
inferences would undermine the integrity of the procedures Commerce has put in place and the
/d.
/d. See also Shanghai Taoen Jnt'l Trading Co., Ltd. v. United States, 360 F. Supp. 2d 1339, 1348 (CIT 2005).
19
See Final Results Decision Memorandum at "Use of FactS Otherwise Avajlable and Adverse Inferences:
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18

Application ofTotal APA to Non-Cooperative Companies.''
See Kam Kiu, Slip Op. at 7-13 .

20

6

system itself' and could inoentivize non~cooperation? 1
The Court also held that the Department must, to the extent practicable, corroborate an
AFA rate and its failure to do so in this case renders its determination unsupported by substantial

evidence. 22 The Court stated that evidence reasonably at the Department' s disposal, such as
Karn Kiu's Q&V response, which the Court stated is on the record and could be used for
corroboration purposes, indicated that Kam Kiu did not benefit from

alllocation~specific

subsidy

programs sirnultaneously?3 The Court also stated that record evidence from the companion
antidumping duty (AD) case in which Karn Kiu participated, and information from other
respondents in the hlstory of the proceeding, could be used to corroborate whether Kam Kiu
would be the type of company to benefit from subsidies in locations throughout the PRC.

24

The

Court held that the Department "can either attempt to corroborate Kam Kiu's ability to benefit
from these programs simultaneously in the first instance, or can adjust its methodology as
app]jed to Kam Kiu and corroborate its findings under its new methodology.''25
The Court further held that the Department's corroboration methodology, in which it
identifies an potential subsidies and only eliminates programs that could not have been used, is
not consistent with the Department~s obligation to corroborate the rate assigped to Karn Kju_2 6
The Court found that the Department did not explain how the final rate of 121.22 percent was
related to Kam Kiu, and that such a rate appears punitive in light of the lower rates assigned to
the mandatory respondents whlch were partially based on AF A.

27

Lastly, the Court held that the Department failed to corr"Oborate its finding that Kam Kiu

21

Jd, at 8-9.
ld , a118-23.
23
Id, at 18-19.

22

24

fd_

Id, at20.
Id., at 20-21.
27
!d., at 22-23.
2S
26
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could have benefited from the " Export Rebate for Mechani~ Electronic, and High-Tech
Products" program, and evidence that the mandatory respondents in the review did not use the
program detracted from the Department'sfinding.211

3.

Draft Results ofRedetermination Pursuant to Court Remand

On June 23, 2015, the Department issued the Drafi Results of Redetermination Pursuanl

to Court Remand (Draft Remand) and provided parties until July 6, 2015, to comment. On July
6 1 2015, Kam Kiu filed comments?9 Kam Kiu is the only interested party that submitted
comments on the Draft Remand.

C.

ANALYSlS
In a CVD proceeding, when a respondent fruls to provide information as requested and

fru'l s to cooperate by not acting to the best of its abHity to comply with the Department' s request
for information, the statute allows the Department to draw a reasonable, adverse inference that
the respondent used the program or programs at issue and that a benefit was provided that
resulted in a subsidy rate. 30 To conclude otherwise would allow parties to benefit from their own
31

lack ofcooperation.

In deciding whlch facts to use as AFA, section 776(b) ofthe Act and 19 CFR
351.308(c)(l) and (2) authorize the Department to rely on information derjved from: (1) the
petition; (2) a final determination in the investigation; (3) any previous revjew or determinatioo;
or (4) any other information placed on the record . The Department's practice when selecting an
adverse rate from among the possible sources of information is to ensure that the rate is
sufficiently adverse "as to effectuate the statutory purposes of the adverse facts avrulable rule to

23

/d., at23.
See Letter from Kam Kiu regarding ·•comments on Draft Remand Results" (July 2, 20 15) (Kam Kiu Comments).
30
See section 776(b) of the Act.
31
See SAAat 870.
29

8

induce respondents to provide the Department with complete and accurate information in a
timely manner." 32 The Department's practice also ensures "tbat the party does not obtain a more
favorable result by failing to cooperate than if it had cooperated fully." 33
Section 776(c) of the Act provides that, when the Department relies on secondary
information rather than on information obtained in the course of an investigation or review, it
shalt to the extent practicab1e, corroborate that infonnation from independent sources that are
reasonably at its disposal. The Department considers infom1ation to be corroborated if it has
probative value.
practicable~

34

To corroborate secondary information, the Department, to the extent

examines the reliability and relevance of the infonnation to be used. The SAA

emphasizes, however, that the Department need not prove that the selected facts available are the
best alternative information.35
As explained above, in the Final Results, the Department assigned Kam Kiu a rate based
on AFA because of Kam Kiu' s failure to cooperate to the best of its abiHty in providing a timely
Q&V response. To determine Kam Kiu' s subsidy rate, we relied on the Department's AFA
methodology as applied in the underlying aluminum extrusions investigation and other CVD
investigations and administrative reviews? 6 Und.e r this approach, we first identified all programs
from which Kam Kiu could have benefited, including all progran1s iden1ified in the instant
administrative review and the investigation. Next, we computed a total AfA rate for Kam Kiu
using program-speci fi e rates calculated for the cooperating respondents in the instant review or
32

See Final Results Decision Memorandum at "Use of Facts Otberwise Available and Adverse Jnferences:
Application of Total AF A to Non-Cooperative Companies." See also, e.g. , Notice of.Fina/ Determination ofSales
at Less Than Fair Value: Static Random Access Memory Semiconductors/rom Taiwan, 63 FR 8909, 8932
(February 23, 1998).
3
' See Final Results Decision Memorandum at ''l)se of Facts Otherwise Available and Adverse Inferences:
Application ofTotal AFA to Non-Cooperative Companie-S;" and SAA at 870.
34
/d., and SAA at 870.
35
!d., and SAA at 869-870.
36
See Final Results Decision Memorandum at "Use of Facts Otherwise Available and Adverse Inferences:
Application of Total AF A lo Non-Cooperative Companies" and Comment 23.
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in prior segments ofthe instant proceeding, or calculated in prior CVD cases involving the PRC.
Finally, the Department did not include certain programs if it is cJear that the industry in which

Kam Kiu operates cannot use the program for which the rates were calculated.37
We address each aspect of the Court's findings with respect to the Final Results below,
and reach new detennjnations on remand as necessary. 311

1.

Application ofAFA to All Location-Specific Programs

In its decision~ lhe Court found that the Department's· determination that Kam Kiu could
have used all location-specific subsidy programs was not corroborated to the extent practicable~
given that ..evidence reasonably at fthe Department's} disposal suggests thatK.am Kiu could not
have benefited from all ofthese programs at the same time.'.39 We respectfully disagree with the
Court, and demonstrate below that the "evidence" identified by the Court does not offer
corroborative value wiU1 respect to limiting Kam Kiu' s ability to use location-specific subsidy
programs.
First, in its decisio~ Lbe Court refers to Kwn Kiu's Q&V response and also states that
"Commerce may wish to consider the Q&V response, in relation to other Q&V data, to

37

!d. Because the rates calculated in the underlying investigation were caJculated for voluntary respondents, we did
not use any of those rates in constructing Kam Kiu•s Af A rate. See Final Results Decision Memorandum at " Use of
Facts Otherwise Available and Adverse lnferences: Application ofTotal AFA to Non-Cooperative Companies."
38
On June 29, 2015. President Obama signed into law the T rade Preferences Extension Act of 20 15, which provides
a number of amendments to, inter alia, section 776 of the Tariff Act of 1930 concem[ng determinations made on the
basis of facts available. The Trade Preferences Extension Act of20 15 did not specify dates of application for these
amendments. Oo August 6, 20 15, the Department published Datru· ofApplication of Amendments to the
Antidumping and Countervailing Duly Laws Made by the Trade Preferences Extension Act of2015, 80 FR 46793,
46794 (August 6, 2015) (Application Dales Annmmcement), which announced that the Department would apply tbe
amendments to section 776 oftbe Act to determinations made oo or after August 6, 2015. Because of the timing and
the procedural posture oftbis remand (i.e,, we issued our draft remand on June 23, 201 5, before the August 6, 2015
publication of Application Dotes Announcement, 80 FR 46793, and our remand is due one week after sucb
publication, on August 13, 20 15), we did not apply the new law in this remand redetermination. Therefore, all
references to section 776 of the Act in this remand are to the law as it existed prior to tbe Trade Preferences
Extension Act of20 15.
39
See Kam Kiu., Slip Op. at 18.
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40

corroborate."

We do not believe that Karn Kiu's mailing address, as provided for in its

lll1tirnely Q&V response, js corroborative of whether Kam J(ju could or could not have
benefitted from the location-specific programs. Although this provides ·us with a mailing address
for the company, as demonstrated below, this evidence does not provide any information with
respect to t he facility location or locations of Kam Kiu and/or the identity and locations of any
potential cross-owned affiliates, and therefore does not aid in corroborating the extent of the
location-specific subsidy programs from which Kam Kju could have b-enefitted. Nor, for reasons
explained below, do we believe that the information contained in Kam Kiu ' s untimely Q&V
respon se, such as its reported data, can aid in corroborating the extent of the location-specific
subsidy programs from which .K.am IGu, or any potential cross-owned affi liates, could have
benefitted.
The purpose of a Q&V response is to aid in respondynt selection and not to serve as a
tool for the identification of the location offacilities and crossed-owned affiliates. The Q&V
questionnaire issued in this administrative review sought information only with respect to Kam
Kiu' s quantity and U.S. dollar sales value of exports to the Uruted States during the period
September 7, 2010, through December 3 1, 2011, of merchandise covered by the scope oftbe
order. The Q&V questionnaire did not solicit information concemmg tne location of Karn Kiu' s
facilities or the identification or location ofKam Kiu' s cross-owned affiliates. Nor did it solicit
information on the quantity and value of subject merchanruse exported by cross-owned affiliates.
ln fact, the Q&V questionnaire specifically rurected companies to "include only information for

40

ld , atl8-19.

II

subject merchandise exported by your company directly to the United States" and to not report
infonnation for any cmss-owned companies.41
As provided under 19 CFR 351.526(b)(6)(ii)-(v), cross-ownership with certain firms,
(e.g., parent/holding companies, producers of subject merchandise, producers that supply an

input primarily dedicated to the production of subject merchandise, or the transfer of a subsidy
between cross-owned affiliates), can play a critical role in the manner in which the Department
establishes the parameters of its CVD proceedings and, ultimately, how it attributes subsidies to
respondent firms. This analysis is performed after a company has been selected for individual
examination. ]n order to determine the extent to which a respondent is cross-owned with another
firm in a manner that would be germane to the Department's subsidy attribution analysis, the
Department requires the respondent to identify and describe the operations. of each of its crossowned affiliates. In addWon, the Department also requires the respondent to report the quantity
and value of exports of subject merchandise to the United States for its cross-owned affiliates.
Given that the initial Q&V response, which is received before any respondent is selected for
individuaJ examination, does not contain such information concerning the identification, facility
locations, or quantity and value of exports of subject merchandise to the United States of any of
Karn Kiu's potential cross-owned affiliates, it does not aid in the corroboration of whether Kam

Ki'u and/or its cross-owned affiliates could have benefitted from location-specific subsidy
programs.
41

See Deparrtment Letter to Kam Kiu regarding "Issuance .of Quantity and Value Questionnaire" (October I, 201 2)
at Attachment 1 (emphasis added). Moreover, the Q& V questionnaire states: " {A} company responding to this
Q&V Questionnaire which the Department has not determined to be cross-owned with other companies, or not
treated as cross-owned with other companies, in the most recently completed segment of the proceeding should only
report Q&V data foritse]f. Such a company should not include data for any other party, even if the company
believes it should be treated as a single entity with other parties." Jd. With regard to Kam Kiu, the Department ctid
not examine the company in the underlying inves-tigation and, therefore, did not consider whether it is cross-owned
with other companies in the prior segment of this proceeding. Accordingly, the Q&V questionnaire would have
instructed Kam Kiu report Q&V data only for itself.
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ln light of the Court's suggestion that Kam Kiu's untimely Q&V response could be used
to corroborate whether the company could have benefitted from location-specific subsidy
programs, we reiterate that there is no infonnation on the record regarding the location of Kam
Kiu's facilities or the identity/location or quantity and value of subject merchandjse exports of
any potential cross-owned affiliates. Specifically, the only information the Department has on
the record of the administrative review concerning Kam Kiu is its untimely filed Q&V response.
The Q&V response merely indicates a mailing address fot Kam Kiu. It does not~ however,
definitively establish the extent of the locationofKam Kiu's facilities, and the Q&V response
does not provide the identity and location of any other firms with which Kam Kiu may be crossowned. In addition, although the Q& V response contains reported data from Kam Kiu regarding
the quantity and value of its exports of subject merchandise to the United States, we do not have
this same information for any of Kam Kiu:s potential cross-owned affiliates. Thus, the Q&V
response is not a reliable indicator of whether any cross-owned affiliates of Kam Kiu could have
benefitted from location-specific subsidy programs because the reported data is exclusive of any
such cross-owned affiliates.
Absent information concerning the definitive location of Kam Kiu's facilities, the
existence of and quantity and value information for those entities that are potentially crossowned with Kam Kiu, infonnatjon that, as noted above, is critical to the manner in which the
Department attributes subsidies in a CVD proceeding, the Department is unable to definitively
determine the location-specific subsidy programs that could not have been used by Kam Kiu.
Second, in its decision, the Court states that information from other administrative
proceedings in which Kam Kiu has participated, such as the AD investigation, can be used to
corroborate whether Kam Kiu could have benefitted from the location-specific subsidy

13

programs. In particular, Kam Kiu argued that because the Department "linked exporter and
producer margins in the initial {AD} investigation_.'' if Kam Kiu "had multiple affiliated
producers in different locations in China, it would have had to report those producers in its
Separate Rates application to get a valid separate antidumping rate and the other producers
would have been reflected in the antidumping order itself." 42 The Court states that the
Department ''can use information from those proceedings to corroborate, just as it uses
information from other respondents in other proceedings in its adverse inference
methodology. "43
We disagree that the AD order itself, or Kam Kiu' s separate rate application filed in the
context of the AD mvestigation, can assist with the corroboration issue at hand. As an initial
matter, we note that Kam Kiu ~s separate rate application, a business proprietary document, is not
on the record of this proceeding. While the Department may examine information contained in a
public preliminary or final results or preliminary or final determination (as it did here in
examining information regarding subsidy programs from the underlying investigation), it is not
the Department' s practice to examine a company's business proprietary information (BPI) from a
separate and distinct proceeding, unless that information is placed on the record of the instant
proceeding by the company whose business proprietary information is contained in the
document. 44

42

See Kam Ki u, Slip Op. at 19 fu. 5.
Jd. , at 19.
44 We also note that it is not the Department's practice to transfer a company' s BPI from one proceeding to another
(for example1 from an antidumping duty proceeding to a countervailing duty proceeding). While a party may
transfer its own BPI from one proceeding to another, tllere are concerns with the Department taking such action. See
section 777(c)(I )(A) of the Act (providing that the Department "shall make all business proprietary information
presented to, or obtained by it, during a proceeding ... available to interested parties who are parties to the proceeding
under an {administrative protective order}."). Thus, the Department's transfer ofa party's BPI from one proceeding
to another creates the risk ofdjsclosure of such information to parries that were not a party to the proceeding in
which the BPI was submitted.
43
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1n any event, contrary to Kam K.iu•s argument, even if Kam K.iu' s separate rate
application submitted on the record ofthe AD proceeding was on the recordofthis CYD
proceeding, the application would not provide sufficient information that would be pertinent to
the Department's corroboration analysis in this instance. For instance, the separate rate
application does not seek affiliation information which is necessary for the Department to
determine cross-ownership in a CVD proceeding and the locations of all potential cross-owned
affi liates. Although the Department's standard AD separate rate application requests information
on affiliates jnvolved in the sale or production of subject merchandise, it does not solicit
information concerning cross-owned producers that supply an input primarily dedicated to the
production of subject merchandise, pursuant to J 9 CFR 351.525(b)(6)(iv). 45 Additionally> the
separate rate application does not seek information specific to any in-country unaffiliated trading
companies through which the producer sells subject merchandise, which could be relevant in a
countervailing duty proceeding pursuant to 19 CFR 3 51.525(c). Thus, the resulting assignment
of a separate rate to Kam Ki u in the AD order whjch jdentifies a producer/exporter rate for Kam
Kiu which was based on the separate rate application would not be probative of all of Kam Kiu's
cross·-owned affiliates, or relevant trading companies, and their locations.
Such information is necessary for the Departmellfs attribution subsidy analysis llllder 19
CFR 351.525(b) and (c) in a CVD proceeding. Without this information (the identity and
locations of such cross-owned affiliates and relevant trading companies) 1 there is insufficient
information to corroborate whether any ofKam Kiu's cross-owned affiliates could bave availed
themselves ofthe location-specific subsidy programs at issue.

45

The Department's standard AD separate rate application is available at:

http://enfun.:ement.trade.g.ov/download/nme-sep-rate~/victnam-pcrb1Vietnam-pcrb-sra·O<i2709.pdf.
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Moreover, any information contained in the company's separate rate application was for
the July 1, 2009, through December 31, 2009, period of the AD investigation46 and, thus, does
not overlap, at all~ with the September 7, 2010, through December 3 1, 201 1, period of the CVD
review. Thus, the separate rate applicatio~ and the resulting assignment of a separate rate for
Kam Kiu in the AD order which identifies a producer/exporter rate for Kam 1Gl4 is not
dispositive of the extent ofKam Kiu's facility locations and the identification and location of any
potential cross-owned affiJ iatesfor this period ofreview.
Third, the Court states that the D epartment may wish to examine the ability of other
respondents in the history of the proceeding "to use various types of subsidies from various
locations in its corroboration analysis even if it declines to use their rates in its adverse inference
methodology."

47

We recognize that in the aluminum extrusions investigation and the instant

review no cooperating respondent benefitted simuJtaneously from all location-specific subsidy
programs across the PRC. Nonetheless, because Kam Kiu failed to cooperate. we cannot assume
that the company' s cross-ownership structure and facility locations mirror that of cooperative
respondents.
As such, because the Department had no knowledge as to the extent of Kam Kiu' s
locations and any cross·owned affiliates in the CVD first administrative review period, the
Department considers it to have been appropriate for the Department to incl ude the locationspecific subsidy programs withinKamKiu's AFA rate. Further, as explained above, there is no
information on the record that would otherwise inform the Department as to the limits of Kam
Kill' s locations and those of any crossed-owned affiliates. Because of the limitations imposed by
Kam Kiu's lack of cooperation, the Department made a reasonable inference that Kam Kiu could
46

See Aluminum Extrusions from the People's Republic ofC.:hina: Final Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair
Value, 76 FR 18524 (April 4, 2011).
47
See Kam Kiu, Slip Op. at 19.
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have benefitted from the location-specific subsidy programs_. even those that were available to
companies outside of Kam K.iu's mailing address location.

Moreover~

the Department used a

reasonable estimate of the subsidy rates that were calculated for other producers/exporters of
al uminum extrusions that cooperated with the Department in the current segment of the
proceeding and PRC producers/exporters in other CVD PRC proceedings. As such, the
Department did not fail to consider whether Kam Kiu could have benefited from all locationspecific programs simultaneouslyj but lacked information specific to Kam Kiu on the record for
such consideration due to Kam Kiu's failure to cooperate.
Section 776(c) of the Act requires that the Department "shall ~ to the extent practicable.
corroborate that information from independent sources that are reasonably at {its} disposaL"
Because the record lacked complete information with regard to Kam K.iu (i.e. , its locations,
corporate structure/affiliations, and subsidy usage), the Department was limited in its ability to
corroborate the information used to calculate the AFA rate. Nonetheless, in light of the failure of
Karn Kiu to cooperate and the reasonableness oflhe secondary infonnation that the Department

used tmder section 776(c) oftheAct (i.e., based on actual subsidy data provided by other PRC
producers/exporters tor identical or similar subsidy programs), the Department considered that it
satisfied the requirement of corroborating the 121.22 percent AFA rate to the extent practicable.
We note that the Court in a recent opinion upheld the Department' s method for
corroboration of rates used in the application of AFA under section 776(c) of the Act. 48 In

Fengchi, neither Fengchi nor the Government of the People's Republic of China (GOC) provided
information during the administrative review regarding use ofcountervailable subsidies; thus the
Department's ability to corroborate its secondary information was limited by Fengchi's lack of

48

See Fengchi imp. & Exp. Co. v. United States, Co uri No 13-00/66, Slip Op. 15-32 at 24-25 (CIT 20 15)
(Fengchi).
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cooperation. The Court found that the rates used to corroborate Fengchi ' s AFA rate were
reliable because they were calculated in recent CVD final investigations or final results of
review, were relevant because they were based upon information about the same or similar
programs~

and were calculated for periods close in time to the period of review. Specifically, the

Court found that
{d}ue to Fengchi 1S lack of cooperation during the review, there is no company-specific
data on the record regarding Fengchi's participation in countervailable programs.
Because there were no other independent sources of data on company-specific benefits,
Commerce was lim ited in its ability to corroborate the infonnation used to calculate the
AFA rate. Thus, Plaintiffs' arguments do not uodeunine the reasonableness of
Commerce' s corroboration given the limited information available to Commerce.49
The Court further concluded " . . . in light of the fai lure of Fengcbi to cooperate and the
reasonably accurate nature of the secondary infonnation that Commerce used under § 1677e(b),
Commerce satisfied the requirement of corroborating the 262.80 percent AfA rate 'to the extent
practicab1e."'50
The Department, faced with uncooperativeness from Kam Kiu~ and lacking independent
sources of data on company-speci-fic benefits, was similarly limited in its ability to corroborate
the information used to calculate the AFA rate and, thus, corroborated Kam Kiu' s AF A rate to
the extent practicable under section 776(c) of the Act.
For all the reasons cliscussed above, we respectfully disagree with the Court' s holding
that the Department failed to corroborate to the extent practicable Kam Kiu' s ability to benefit
from the location-specific subsidy programs. Nonetheless, we understand the Court's belding to
have given the Department the choice to "either attempt to corroborate Kam Kiu' s ability to
benefit from these programs simultaneously in the first instance, or { } adjust its methodology as

'

19

!d., at24.

SQ !d.,

at 25,
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applied to Kam Kiu and corroborate its findings under its new methodology." 51 When faced
with the Court's options of either using affirmative evidence to corroborate Kam Kiu's ability to
benefit .from these programs, or changing our methodology, and given our fmdings above that no
Kam Kiu-specific evidence exists flowing from Kam Kiu' s lack of cooperation, we fm~ under

protes~ 2 and for purposes of this remand only, that there is no alternative but to alter our Final

Results and adjust Karn Kiu's rate to remove all location-specific subsidy programs aside from
programs Kam Kiu could have used based on the mailing address on the record. As a result, to
determine Kam Kiu's AFA rate, we considered only subsidy programs administered at the
national/central-government level and provincial-government level of Guangdong Province, the
province in which Kam K.iu' s mailing address is located. Adclitionally. based on the Court' s
reasoning, we did not include in the AF A rate any subsidy programs administered by Guangdong
Province that were limited to a geographic area that was outside of the area encompassed by

Karn Kiu' s mailing address. On this basis, we calculated a revised total AFA rate of79.80
percent for Kam Kiu. 53
Nevertheless, we find that respondents could be incentivized to withhold their
cooperation under a standard in which a company' s mailing address information

(from~

for

example, a petition, review request, or Q&V response) constitutes sufficient evidence to preclude
the Department from detennining pursuant to section 776(b) of the Act that a non-cooperative

fum could not have benefited from all location-specific subsidy programs at issue in a given
CVD proceeding. For example, under such approach , potential respondents would have little
incentive to cooperate in a CVD proceeding in which provincial or munjcipal authorities

See Kam Kiu, Slip Op. at 20.
See Viraj Group v. United Slates, 343 F.3d 1371 (Fed. Cir. 2003).
See Attachment (identi fyi.ng the remaining programs that constitute Kam Kiu's AFA rate and the sources of the
rates assigned to these programs).
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administered all or a substantial portion of the alleged subsidy programs at issue and whose.
jurisdictions did not encompass the mailing addresses of the potential respondents. Under such a
scenario, a non-cooperative respondent could end up with a result that is more favorable than
what it would have received had the company cooperated fully. Additionally, such an approach,
where a company selectively provides information to the Department (e.g. , just a mailing
address) raises the potential for evasion and fraud and could result in ineffective enforcement of
the trade laws.

2.

Export Rebate for Mechanic, Electronic, and Higlz-Teclz Products

The Court also held that the Department failed to cot:l'oborate the finding that Kam Kiu
could have benefited from the '"Export Rebate for Mechanic, Electronic, and High-Tech
Products" program, and evidence that the mandatory respondents in the administrative review
4

did not use·the program detracted from the Department's finding. 5 The Court stated that "in
order for Commerce to apply this subsidy to Kam Kiu, doing so must be based upon a reasonable
reading of the record. " 55
In the underlying investigation, the Department found that a PRC producer of subject
merchandise received a grant under the "Export Rebate for Mechanic, Electronic, and High-Tech
Products" program from the Bureau of Finance of Guangdong Province. 56 Here, as discussed
above, the record does not contain information concerning Kam lGu's use of this program
because ofKam Kiu's failure to cooperate in providing requested information to the Department.
Thus, in evaluating which programs may be included in Kam Kiu's AFA rate, the Department
reasonably considered that producers of subject aluminum extrusions are eligible for grants
54
'

See Kam Kiu, Slip Op. at23 .
ld
56
See Aluminum Extrusions from the People 's Republic ofChina: Fina[ Affirmative Countervailing Duty
Determination, 76 FR I 8521 (April 4, 20 ll) (Investigation), and accompanying Issues and Decision Memorandum
(Investigation Decision Memorandum) at "Export Rebate for Mechanic, Electronic, and High-Tech Products."
55
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under the ''Export Rebate for Mechanic, Electronic, and High-Tech Products" .program. as
evidenced by the Department' s finding in the investigation. This, coupled with Kam Kiu's lack
of cooperation, leads tl1e Department to find that it is reasonable to conclude that Kam Kiu, a
producer of aluminum extrusjons, could also have received benefits under the program. In
addition, we note that the program was available to those producers of aluminum extrusions
located in Guangdong Province, like Kam Klu (which we established above based on Kam Kiu's
majJing address).

57

Based on this evidence, tbe Department cotToborated Kam Kiu's ability to

use of this program to the extent practicable.
We respectfully disagree with the Court that the non-use ofthe program bytwo

(partially) cooperatjve mandatory respondents jn this administrative review detracts from the
Department's determination that a non-cooperative company could have used the "Export Rebate
for Mechanic, Electronic, and High-Tech Products, program. First, non-use of the program by
the two mandatory respondents in this review merely demonstrates that not all subject
merchandise producers use the program at issue. However, non-use of the program by the two
mandatory respondents does not detract from a finding that a non-cooperative producer of
subject merchanruse was able to use the program, particularly in light of evidence that another
respondent in the underlying investigation (also located in Kam Kiu' s province) used the
program.58

57
Jd. at ·~summary" and "E>.."Port Rebate for Mechanic, Electronic, and High-Tech ProductsY
' HAs additional evidence thai one or more respondent's non-use of a partiouJar program in a given period is not

indicative - for corroboration purposes--ora separate respondent's non-use of that same program, the Department
found in this revjew that Changzheng Evaporator did not use the ''State Key Technology Renovation Project Fund,"
and that the Alnan Companies did use the program. See Final Results Decis ion Memorandum at "State Key
Technology Renovation Project Pund.'' See also, Circular Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from Turkey:
Final Resulls ofCountervailing Duty Administralive Review, 77 FR 46713 (August 6, 20 12) and accompanying
Issues and Decision Memorandum at 6, where only one ofthe two mandatory respondents used the Pre-Export
Credits loan program. Thus, the fact that a respondent did not use a program provides little insight into whether
another respondent may have used the program.
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Given these competing pieces of evidence, use of this program in the investigation and
non-use ofthis program in this review, it is appropriate to make the adverse inference that Kam
Kiu could have used this program, so that Kam Kiu does not benefit from its lack of cooperation.
As noted above, the Department found, and verified, that a producer of subject aluminum
extrusions used, and in tact, benefitted from the "Export Rebate for Mechanic, Electronic, and
High-Tech Products" program from the Bureau of Finance ofGuangdong Province in the
investigation, which immediately preceded the instant reviewperiod. 59 As such, it isreasonable
to determine, as AFA, that Kam Kiu could use this program because a respondent in the
investigation, also located in Guangdong Province like Kam Kiu, received a grant ll:nder this
program. Thus, the record of the investigation demonstrates that the industry in which Kam Kiu
operates is eligible for a grant under the program.
Furthennore, we note that a standard for corroborating an AF A rate based on "use of a
program by a cooperative Tespondent" in the immediate review would incentivize noncooperation. For instance, a company would have little incentive to cooperate, because it would
know that the highest AF A rate it would receive would likely be dependent on the use or non-use
of subsidy programs by the cooperative company(ies) in the instant review. In addition, such a
practice would require the Department to disregard relevant information, such as the use of the
program by another respondent in a prior segment of the proceeding, which the Department may
reasonably rely upon for purposes of its AFA methodology. Such a situation could lead to an
uncooperative party receiving a more favorable result by failing to cooperate than if it had fully
cooperated.
Lastly, Kam K.iu argues that it is a small producer of basic aluminum extrusion inputs
and, therefore, would not avail itself of the "Export Rebate for Mechanic, Electronic, and High59

See Investigation Decision Memorandum at ''Export Rebate for Mechanic, Electronic, and High- Tech Products."
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Tech Products" program. The only evidence the Department has concerning the size ofKam
Kiu's operations is its Q&V response. We note that Karn Kiu's Q&Y response says nothing
regarding the type of products produced by Kam Kiu, nor does it provide any .information
concem.ing the operations of Kam Kiu's potential cross-owned affiliates. Thus, the Department
has no evidence that Kam Kiu is a small producer of basic aluminum extrusions, and no evidence
that small producers of basic aluminum extrusions would not/could not use the "Export Rebate
for Mechanic, Electronic, and lligh..Tech Products" program. Therefore, the Department finds
that Kam Kiu's m:guments are unsubstantiated. In sum. we continue to find that evidence in the
history ofthe proceeding, i.e., from the investigation. corroborates that Kam Kiu could have used
this program, and therefore we continue to include the program in Kam K.il.1's AFA rate. 60

3.

Aggregate AFA Rate

Lastly, the Court held. that "Commerce's finding that the rate applied is a reasonably
accurate estimate ofKam Kiu's actual countervaiHng duty rate albeit with some built-inincrease
to deter non-compliance," was not supported by the record, and that the Department failed to
explain how the final aggregate AFA rate relates to Karn Kiu.61 We address the Court's findings
below.
Section 776(c) of the Act provides that when the Department relies upon secondary
information rather than on information obtained in the course of an investigation or review. it
shall, to the extent practicable, corroborate that information from independent so urces that are
reasonably at its disposal. "The statute does not prescribe any methodology for corroborating
secondary information ... ." 62 The SAA defmes secondary information as "information derived
from the petition that gave rise to the investigation or review, the final determination concerning
60

See Attachment.
See Kam Kiu, Slip Op. at22-23.
til See Mittal Steel Galuli S.A. v. Uniled States, 49 J P. Supp. 2d 1273 1 1278 (CIT 2007) (Mittal Steel Galati).
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the subject merchandise, or any previous review under section 751 concerning the subject
merchandise." 63 The Department considers information to be corroborated if it has probative
value, 64 and assesses the probative value of secondary information by examining the reliability
and relevance of the information to be used. 65
In the Final Results, as discussed above, the Department applied a hierarchy in
calculating the AFA subsidy rate for Kam Kiu. The Department's reliance on previously
calculated subsidy rates for similar programs is a methodology which the Department has
employed in numerous CVD proceedings, and which the Court upheld in Essar Steel 111'6 and
other cases: because the subsidy rates used to determine the Af A rate are on par with similar
subsidy programs and, therefore not punitive.
As discussed above, the AF A rate applied to Karn Kiu was established using the
Department's standard CVD Af A methodology. The methodology was designed to enable the
Department to generate, in a consistent manner across cases, an AF A rate that estimates the
benefits an uncooperative company received with respect to the programs that were under
examination in a given administrative review or investigation. The AFA methodology the
Department employs in CVD proceedings relies on the premise that the behavior of the
government (in this case the GOC) with regard to companies investigated in another segment of
a same proceeding, or alternatively with regard to companies in another CVD proceeding
involving the same country, provides a reasonable estimate of the level of subsidization provided
b!' the government for each program in the case at issue. Moreover, by basing the principle of
the CVD AF A methodology on the type of benefit provided under the subsidy programs at issue,
63

See SAA

64
65

Jd.

at 870.

See Mittal Steel Galati, 49 1 F. Supp. 2d at 1278.
See Essar Steel Ltd. v. United States, 908 F. Supp. 2d 1306, 1312-13 (CJT 2013) (.Essar Steel ill), affthned by
Essar Steel Ltd. v. United States, 753 F.3d 1368 (Fed. Cir. 20 14) (Essar Steel IV).
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the Department endeavors to apply only the most relevant information with regard to each
particular program. In this case, following the Department's hierarchy, the Department
identified subsidy rates for use as AFA rates rrom the current administrative review as well as
other PRC CVD proceedings.
Regarding the explanation required by the Court, 67 we respectfully submit that the AFA
rate applied to Karn K.iu meets the standard articulated by the Court with regal'd to whether Kam
Kiu's AFA rate is corroborated. In Essar Steelll, 68 the Court ruled that the corroboration
standard is set forth in De Cecco,69 stating;
For over a decade the court has applied the De Cecco standard to review the
reasonableness of Commerce's AFA rate choices in antidumping proceedings. Under
that standard the court reviews whether Commerce chose a reasonably accurate estimate
of the respondent's actual dumping rate with some built-in increase to deter noncompliance. The DeCecco standard would seem to apply in the CVD context as wel1.70
The Department has met this standard because it bas explained why the AF A rate
assigned to Kam Kiu is a reliable and relevant indicator of a reasonably accurate estimate of

K.am IGu's actual rate, albeit with some built-in increase intended as a deterrent to
noncompliance. In particular, the rate is reliable because it was derived from actual subsidy rates
calculated for cooperative PRC respondents. and it is relevant because it uses other subsidy rates
calculated for the same or similar type of program in the instant or prior segments of the
proceeding or other proceedings involving China.
Lastly, after finding that the individual programs and their subsidy rates are corroborated
to the extent practieable, it is not the Department's practice to corroborate the final overall
aggregate AFA subsidy rate assigned to a non-cooperative respondent, for instance, by
67

See Kam Kiu, Slip Op. at 22-23.
See &sarStee/ Ltd v. United States, 880 F. Supp. 2d 1327, 1331 (CIT 2012)(5ssar Steel If).
69
See P'.lli De Cecco Dl Filippo Faro S. Martino S.p.A v. United States, 216 F.Jd 1027, 1032 (Feci Cir. 2000) (De
Cecco).
70
See Essar Steelll, 880 F. Supp. 2d at 133 L(citing DeCecco, 216 F.3d at 1032) (internal citations omitted).
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comparing the resulting rate to the rates assigned to the (mostly) cooperative mandatory
respondents in this proceeding. n We note that lhe Court in Essar Steel III rejected the argument
that corroboration must extend beyond the Department's existing practice to account for the
aggregate rate:
Therefore, the rates selected are reliable (derived from calculated rates) and relevant
(derived from the same type of programs). The aggregated rate (i.e., the sum of the
highest above de minimis rates for similar programs) 1s a reasonable approximation of
Essar's actual benefit (albeit with some buiJt-in increase to deter non~compliance) given
the limited choices available·to Commerce in this review.72
Although it did not directly address the argument regarding corroboration of the aggregated rate
specifically~

the Federal Circuit in Essar Stee/JVagreed that

{b }ecause there were no other independent sources of data on company-specific benefits,
Commerce was limited in its ability to corroborate the information used to calculate the
AF A rate. Nonetheless, in light of the failure of Essar to cooperate and the reasonably
accurate nature of the secondary information that Commerce used under § 1677e(b),
Commerce satisfied the requirement of corroborating the 54.68% AFA rate "to the extent
practicable. ,?.'3
Although the Essar Steel cases contained somewhat different facts (i.e., oo cooperative
mandatory respondent rate with which to compare the aggregate AF A rate), we find these cases
instructive because they recognize that the Department's corroboration analysis jn those cases,
like its CVD AFA methodology, satisfied the statutory requirement to corroborate to the extent
practicable.
Furthermore, we reiterate that the Department's CVD AFA methodology is based on the
aggregation of certain programs and corresponding rates in a CVD proceeding. Unlike an AD
proceeding where a single rate is calcuJated for each respondent based on its business practices, a

71

See Kam Kiu, Slip Op. at22 (comparing Kam Klu's A fA rate to the rates assigned to the mandatory respondents,
which were based in part on AFA).
72
See Essar Steel 1/1, 908 F. Supp. 2d at13T 1-13 (responding to the argument that "the Remand Resulis explain
Commerce's AF A subsidy rate methodology but fail to corroborate the actual rate assigned to Essa:r.~)
73
See &sar Steel IV, 753 F.3d at l 374.
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CVD proceeding is based on the analysis of the government's practices with regard to one or
more subsidy programs under investigation. Consistent with its methodology for arriving at the
overall AFA subsidy rate, the Department conducts its corroboration analysis by appropriately
examining each individual CVD program and corresponding rate.

An alternative, or additional corroboration based on the calculate-d, aggregate subsidy rate
would be inapposite to the manner in which tbe Department arrived at the rate to begin with) and
could lead to inaccurate and arbitrary results. For instance, the 79.80 percent AfA rate assigned
to Kam Kiu is higher than the rates assigned to the mandatory respondents. However, those
lower aggregated program rates for the mandatory respondents reflect a record-based
determination that the particular mandatory respondents did not use a number of the programs at
issue. Were the Department to find this rate not corroborated by comparison to these lower rates,
the Department would be left with no other rate on the record to assign to Kam Kiu than the rate
assigned to the (mostly) cooperative mandatory respondents. Thus, the results of such an
aggregate rate corroboration practice could lead to an uncooperative party receiving a more
favorable result by failing to cooperate than if it had fully cooperated, as it would implicitly include
an unsupported determination that the non-cooperative company did not use a nwnber of programs
under investigation. Such a scenari0 would incentivi ze non-cooperation of companies.
We also note the Court's discussion regarding the differences between CVD cases and
AD cases.74 The Department wishes to clarify a few points in this respect. The Court is correct
that in the context of an AD nonrnarket economy (NME) case, the Department assigns a single
rate to the single NME-government entity and does not distinguish between companies within
74

/d., at 20, fn. 6 (noting that "{i}n the NME AD context, Commerce presumes that all commercial entities are
controJJed by the state unless Lbey can show lack ofcontrol {.}" and that «{e}nrities that do oot rebut the
presumption of state control receive the dumping rate assigned to the country-wide entfty, often based on 19 U.S.C.
§ J677e(b).''); iti ("Thus, Commerce is required to corroborate the rate with respect to the country-wide entity rather
than an individual company. However, in countervailing duty cases Commerce does not make the same presumption
of state control and thus must corroborate the rate applied to an individual respondent.")
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the single entity for purposes of corroboration. The Court is also correct that in CVD cases
"Commerce calculates net countervailable subsidy rates based in part on the benefit conferred to
individua) exporters and producers."75 However, as discussed above, the AF A methodology the
Department employs in CVD proceedings relies on the premise that the observed behavior of the
government76 (in this case the GOC) provides a reasonable estimate of the level of subsidization
provided by the government for each program in the case at issue. Thus, in a CVD proceeding,
the AFA rate is determined based on the programs being examined during the segment rather
than the degree to which mandatory respondents may have participated in one or more of those
programs during the period ofreview. In this respect, a CVD proceeding is different than an AD
proceeding, where the Department is examining the pricing behavior of respondents and may,
when applying AF A, corroborate the total AFA dumping margin by examining the margins of
the cooperative mandatory respondents to determine whether the AF A margin is, in fact, within
the range of marg,ins from the cooperative mandatory respondents. 77 There is no equivalent in a
CVD proceeding, as there is in an AD proceeding, to compare company transaction rates.
In any event, notwithstanding the above discussion, in light ofthe Court's finding that the
Department failed to explain why the fmal AFA rate was related to Kam Kiu, we note that
although Kam Kiu' s revised total AF A rate of 79.80 percent is higher than the rates calculated
for the cooperative mandatory respondents in the review, 78 the rate is significantly lower than the
all others rate of 137.65 percent for this CVD order.

75

79

Thus, available information supports a

I d. , at 20.
That is, behavior observed with regard to companies examined in the instant and prior segments of the same
proceeding, or alternatively with regard to companies in another proceeding involvjng the same country.
77 See Steel Concrele Reinforcing Bar from Mexico: Final DeJermination ofSales at Less Than Fair Value and
Final Affirmative Determination ofCritical Circumstances, 79 FR 54967 (September 15, 2014), and accompanying
Jssues and Decision Memorandum at Comment 11.
78
The final rates for the mandatory companies were I .02 percent and 15.97 percent for 2010, and 1,5 I percent and
15.66 percent for 2011. See Final Results, 79 FRat 107-8.
79
See Aluminum Extrusions from the People's Republic ofChina: Notice ofCourt Decision Not in Harmony With
76
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conclusion that aluminum extrusion producers can experience levels of subsidization higher tban
tbe AFA rate calcuJated for Kam Kiu in this ·final remand.

D.

SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF KAM KJU'S COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT
RESULTS
1.

Application ofAFA to A ll Location-Specific Programs

Kam Kiu states that the Department' s redetermination on the location-specific subsidies

is consistent with the Court's order and consistent with the agency's statutory duty to corroborate
an AF A rate as applied here.80
Kam Kiu, however, also argues that the Department's explanation to disregard certain
evidence identified by the Court for the purpose of corroboration remains unsupported. In
particular, Kam Kiu disagrees with the Department's claims that the company's Q&V response
or the separate rate application filed in the AD investigation cannot be used to corroborate Kam
Kiu's use of all the location specific subsidies. 81 Kam Kiu also argues that the Department did
not explain why the linked exporter/producer rate published in the AD order wouJd not
corroborate the fact that the Kam Kiu could not have availed itself of all the location-specific
subsidy programs. 82
Kam Kiu disagrees with the Department' s objection to the above-described "evidence,
identified by the Court which was based on the premise that the record infoonation would not
otherwise inform the Department as to the limits of Kam Kiu' s locations and those of any crossowned affiliates, and that the record was otherwise limited because of Kam Kiu's failure to
cooperate. According to Kam Kiu, this conclusion does not support tbe assumption that Kam

Final Affirmative Countervailing Duty Determination and Notice ofAmended Final Affirmative Countervailing Duty
Determination, 77 FR 74466 (December 14, 20 12) (Tim ken Notice).
80
See Kam K:iu Comments, at 9-10.
81
ld., at 11-13.
82
Jd.. at 13-15.
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Kiu availed itself of aU subsidies simultaneously. Kam Kiu asserts that, contrary to the
Department's arguments, jt must corroborate any assumptions and not merely presume, as AF A,
that Kam Kiu availed itself of all subsidies provided by the GOC, spanning multiple regions,
provinces) and cities in the PRC.83 Kam Kiu also dis<i!,.trees with the Department' s reliance on

Fengchi to support the original AFA calculation as corroborated, arguing lhat the Department did
not rely on mere assumptions in that case, like the present case. 8"
Katn Kiu further argues that it is the Department's duty to corroborate secondary
jnfonnation used in tbe AFA rate and this obligation is not limited to the record compiled by the
interested parties. Thus in the present proceeding, the Department's conclusion that the evidence
identified by the Court as a means to corroborate the AF A rate applied to Kam Kiu does not
provide "corroborate value" does not satisfy the Departmenfs obligation to corroborate.85
Lastly, Kam Kiu notes that Department objects to the adjusted AFA rate as "not serving
as a deterrent for noncompliance." However, Kam Kiu argues that, contrary to the Department's
claim. the revised AFA subsidy rate for Kam Kiu (i.e. , 79.80 percent) is higher than the rates
calculated for the mandatory respondents and non-individually reviewed companies. Kam Kiu
asserts that the Department's adjusted rate: which removes all location-specific subsidy programs
that would not be applicable given Kam Kiu' s location, is consistent with the Department' s
requirement to ''"provide respondents with an incentive to cooper:ate, while at the same time not to
impose punitive, aberrational, or uncorroborated margins. "86

Department's Position: As noted above, Kam Kiu agrees with the Department's
adjusted methodology to exclude all location-specific subsidy programs 1 which, per the Col.lrt's
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/d. , at 15-16.

84

!d. at 16-17.
as ld.. at 17-18.
~ 6 /d, at 18-20 (citing De Cecco, 216 F.3d at 1032).
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reasoning, Kam Kiu could not have benefited from given the company's location based on its
mailing address. Kam Kiu states that the Department'-s redetermination on the location-specific
subsidy program is consistent with the Court's order and consistent with the agency's statutory
duty to corroborate an AF A rate.
For these final results ofredetermination, as explained above, when faced with the
Court's options of either using affirmative evidence to corroborate Kam K.iu's ability to benefit
from these programs, or changing our methodology, we continue to, under protest and for
purposes of this remand only, adjust Kam Kiu's rate to remove aU location-specific subsidy
programs aside from the programs that Kam Kiu could have used based on the mailing address
on the record. As discussed in detail above, to determine Kam Kiu's AFA rate, we considered
only subsidy programs administered at the national/central-govermnent level and provincialgovernment level of Guaogdong Province, the province in which Kam Kiu's mailing address is
located. Additionally, based on the Court' s reasoning, we did not include in the AFA rate any
subsidy programs administered by Guangdong Province that were limited to a geographic area

that was outside oftbe area encompassed by Kam Kiu's mailing address. On this basis! we
calculated a final revised total AFArate of79.80 percent for Kam Kiu. 87
Lastly, because .Kam Kiu agrees with the Department' s redetermination on the locationspecific subsidies and states that the Department' s action is consistent with the Court's order and
the statute, we determine that we need not address Kam Kiu's coiil1llents on certain evidence,
which it claims is reasonably available to the Department, for the purpose of corroboration. 88

2.

Export R ebate for Mechanic, Electrmtic, and Higlt- Tech Products

87

See Attachment (identifying the remaining programs that constitute Kam Kiu 's AFA rate and the sources ofthe
rates assigned to these progmms).
88
See the discussion of the information at issue on pages I 0- 16 ofthis Pinal Remand.
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Kam Kiu argues that that Department makes no attempt to answer the Court's question as
to how Kam Kiu could have availed itself of the benefits of this program, which - according to
Kam Kiu - on its face. does not apply to Kam Kiu. Rather, the Department simply states that the
fact that the mandatory respondents did not use the program in the review was not evidence that
Kam Kiu could not have used the program in light of evidence "that another respondent in the
underlying investigation used the program. , s!l
Kam Kiu notes that in the Wlderlying investigation, the Department calculated 0.02
percent, a de minimis rate, for the respondent that used the ''Export Rebate for Mecharuc,
Electronic, and High-Tech Products" program, based on partial facts available because the GOC
had no meaningful information on the program. Kam K.iu argues that, in the fmal remand
results, the Department should no longer attribute 5.5 percent90 to Kam K.iu for this program.91

Department's Position: Contrary to Kam K.iu's arguments, for these final results of
redetermination, the Department has answered the Court's question on how Kam Kiu could have
received benefits from this program. Namely, in the underlying investigation, a respondent
reported using this program. Further, as discussed above, the record does not contain
information concerning

KamK.iu~s

use of this program because ofKam Kiu' s failure to

cooperate in providing requested information to the Department. Thus} in evaluating which
programs may be included in Kam K.iu' s AFA rate, Commerce reasonably considered that
producers of subject aluminum extrusions are eligible for grants under the ..Export Rebate for
Mechanic 1 Electronic, and High-Tech Products" program, as evidenced by the Department's
finding in the investigation. This, coupled with Kam Kiu's lack of cooperation, leads the

89

See Kam Kiu Comments. at 20-2r (citing Draft Remand, all8) .
For this program, the Department applied an AFA rate of 0.55 percent and not 5.5 percent, as argued in Kam
,Kiu' s comments. See Draft Remand, at Attachment
Yl See Kam Kiu Comments, at 21-22.
91
'
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Department to find that it is reasonable to conclude that Kam Kiu, also a producer of aluminum
extrusions. could have received benefits under the program. Additionally, we noted that the
program is available to those producers of aluminum extrusions located in Guangdong Province,
where Kam Kiu is located based on its mailing address.
Further, we addressed the Court' s conclusions, and explained that the non-use of the
program by two (partially) cooperative mandatory respondents in this administrative review does
not detract from a determjnation that a non-cooperative company could have used the "'Export
Rebate for Mechanic, Electronic, and High-Tech Products" program. Specifically, we noted tbat
non-use of the program by the two mandatory respondents in this review merely demonstrates
that not all subject merchandise producers use the program at issue. However, non-use of the
program by the two mandatory respondents does not detract from a finding that a noncooperative producer of subject merchandise was able to use the program, particularly in light of
evidence that another respondent in the underlying investigation used the program. We thus
concluded, after considering the evidence for this program, that it is appropriate to make the
adverse inference that Kam Kiu could have used this program because the evidence demonstrates
that the industry in which Kam Kiu operates is eligible for a grant under the program.
Lastly, because Kam Kiu was non-cooperative in the administrative review, for this
program, the Department assigns an AF A rate for this progr~ which is above de minimis, so
that the company does not benefit from its Jack of cooperation. Contrary to Kam Kiu ' s
statement, in the Draft Remand, the Department djd not apply an AFA rate of 5.5 percent for ibis
program, but rather an AFA rate of 0.55 percent, which is the highest calculated rate! in any PRC
CVD proceeding, for a grant program. 92

9

z See Draft Remand, at Attachment.
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3.

Aggregate AFA Rate

Kam Kiu argues that the Department's position regarding the aggregate AF A rate is
unsupported by law and does not comply with the Court's instructions on remand to explain how
the final aggregate rate relates to Kam K.iu. 93 Kam Kiu notes that, on this issue, the Department
·s imply states that "it is not the Department's practice to corroborate the final overall AF A
subsidy rate assigned to a non-cooperative respondent, for instance, by comparing the resulting
.r:ate to the rates assigned to the (mostly) coaperative mandatory respondents in this
proceeding. " 94 Kam Kiu argues that the Department must corroborate its ·i nformation to ensure
that the aggregate rate-and not just the individual rate for each program-is relevant and
reliable. Kam Kiu asserts that the Department can do so by comparing the aggregate rate to the
rates calculated for the mandatory respondents. Kam Kiu argues that this approach is reasonable,
appropriate, and required by law and by the Court.
AdditionaJiy, Kam Kiu argues that the Department cannot rely on theEssar Steel cases to
support its argument that the aggregate AFA rate as applied to Kam Kiu meets the standard
articulated by the Court with regard to corroboration.95 Kam Kiu states that the Court did not
rule on the corroboration of the aggreg~te AFA rate in those ~ases, because the respondent failed
6

to exhaust its administrative remedies on the issueY

Department's Position: We.disagree with Kam Kiu's arguments. In these final results
of redetermination, as discussed above, we explained the Department' s finding that the rate
applied is a reliable and relevant indicator of a reasonably accurate estimate of Kam Kiu's actual
rate, albeit with some built-in increase intended as a deterrent to noncompliance, and therefore

93

See Kam Kiu Comments, at 22-23 (citing Kam Kiu, Slip Op. at 22-23).
!d.. at 22 (citing Draft Remand, at 22).
95
I d.. at 23.
96
/d. (citing Essar Steei!JI, 908 F. Supp. 2d at 1306, 1309, 131 1).
94
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meets the standard articulated by the CIT with regard to whether Karn Kiu' s AFA rate is
corr.oborated.97 In particular, the rate is reliable because it was derived from actual subsidy rates
calculated for cooperative PRC respondents, and it is relevant because it uses other subsidy rates
calculated for the same or similar type of program in the instant or prior segments ofthe
proceeding or other proceedings involving China.
Moreover, we explained that after finding that the individual programs and their subsidy
rates are corroborated to the extent practicable, it is not the Department's·practice to further
corroborate the resulting rate through a comparison to the rates assigned to the (mostly)
cooperative mandatory respondents in this proceeding.98 Contrary to Karn Kiu' s assertions,99 the
Court ln Essar Steel ill explicitly addressed and rejected the argument that corroboration must
extend beyond the Department's existing practice to account for the aggregate rate:
Therefore, the rates selected are reliable (derived from calculated rates) and relevant
(derived from the same type of programs). The aggregated rate (i.e., the sum of the
highest above de minimis rates for similar programs) is a reasonable approximation of
Essar's actual benefit (albeit with some built-in increase to deter non-compliance) given
the limited choices available to Commerce in this review. 100
Although it did not directly address the argument regarding corroboration of the aggregated rate
specifically, the Federal Circuit in Essar Steel IV agreed that
{b}ecause there were no other independent sources of data on company-specific benefits,
Commerce was limited in its ability to corroborate the information used to calculate the
AFA rate. Nonetheless, in light of the failure of Essar to cooperate and the reasonably
accurate nature ofthe secondary information that Commerce used under§ 1677e(b),
Commerce satisfied the requirement of corroborating the 54.68% AF A rate "to the extent
. bl e.,.101
practlca
·

97

See Essar Stee/11, 880 F. Supp. 2d at l3J I (citing DeCecco, 216 F.3d at I032) (internal citations omitted).
See Kam Kiu, Slip Op. at 22 (comparing Kam Kiu' s AFA rate to the rates assigned to the mandatory respondents,
whicb were. based in part on AF A).
99
See Kam Kiu Comments at 23.
100
See Essar Steel Ill, 908 F. Supp. 2d atl3 I 1-13 (responding to the argwnent that "the Remand Results explain
Commerce's AFA subsidy rate methodology but fail to corroborate the actual rate assigned to Essar.")
101
See Essar Steel IV, 753 F.3d at 1374.
98
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We note that although certain arguments were deemed waived and therefore not
addressed by the Essar Steel II! court due to Essar' s failure to exhaust its administrative
remedies, which was affirmed in Essar Steel IV, those findings pertained to different arguments
not at issue here. 102
Furthermore. although the Essar Steel cases contained somewhat different facts (i.e. , no
cooperative mandatory respondent rate with which to compare the aggregate AFA rate), we find
these cases instructive because they ·recognize that the Department's corro'boration analysis in
those cases, like its CYD AFA methodology, satisfied the staMory requirement to corroborate to
the extent practicabJe.
As discussed above, we reiterate that the Department's CVD AfA methodology is based
on the aggregation of certain programs and corresponding rates in a CVD proceeding. An
alternative, or additional corroboration based on the calculated, aggregate subsidy rate would be
inapposite to the manner in which the Department arrived at the rate to begin with, and could
lead to inaccurate and arbitrary results. For instance, the 79.80 percent AF A rate assigned to
Kam Kiu is higher than the rates assigned to the mandatory respondents. However, those lower
aggregated program rates for the mandatory respondents reflect a record-based determination
that the particular mandatory respondents did not use a number of the programs at issue. Were
the Department to find this rate not corroborated by comparison to these lower rates, the
Department would be left with no other rate on the record to assign to Kam Kiu than the rate

tol See Essat Steel Ill, 908 F. Supp. 2d at 1311 (waiving arguments that "Commerce (I) improperly applied the
subsidy rate-to the entire value of the fmished merchandist!: (2) tailed to consider whether Essar could
simultaneously have benefitted from all the programs at issue; (3) failed to consider that Essar was found to benefit
from two programs that purportedly bave mutually exclusive eligibility criteria; and (4) failed to consider the
purported maximum benefits for certain subsidy programs." ); Essur Steel IV, 753 F.3d at 1374-75 (affirming that
Essat waived its arguments that "Commerce (1) failed to consider whether Essar could have simultaneously
benefited from aJI nine CLP programs to achieve the a_ggregateAFA rate; (2) improperly applied the CIP subsidy
rate to the finished goods when the subsidy would have benefited only an upstream component; and (3) fat1ed to
consider that certain CIP programs bad maximum benefits.,.).
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assigned to the (mostly) coopera1ive mandatory respondents. Thus, the results of such an
agg,regate rate corroboration practice could lead to an uncooperative party receiving a more
favorable result by failing to cooperate than if it had fully cooperated, as it would implicitly include
an unsupported detennination that the non-cooperative company did not use a number of programs
under investigation. Such a scenario would incentivize non-cooperation of companies. Because of
the corroboration approach employed for CVD proceedings, contrary to Kam Kiu's arguments, it
would be inappmpriate, and make little sense, to corroborate the relevancy and reliability of the
aggregate rate by simply comparing it to the rates calculated for the mandatory respondents. As
we discussed above, in a CVD proceeding. the AFA rate is based on the programs being
examined during the segment rather than the degree to which mandatory respondents may have
participated in one or more ofthose programs during the period of review.
We note that, although Kam Kiu' s revised total AFA rate of79.80 percent is higher than
the rates calculated for the cooperative mandatory respondents in the review, 103 the rate is
significantly lower than the all others rate of 137.65 percent for this CVD order~ indicating that
aluminum extrusion producers can experience high levels of subsidization in the PRC. 104

E.

CONCLUSION
Though we respectfully disagree with the Court that the AFA rate applied to Kam Kiu in

the Final Results was not corroborated to the extent practicable, in light of the Court's ruling, 105
Wlder protest and for purposes of this remand only, we altered the Final Results and adjusted
Kam.Kiu's rate to remove all location-specific subsidy programs aside from programs Kam Kiu
could have used based on its mailing address. TWs action results in a revision of the AFA rate

lel:l

The final rates for the mandatory companies were 1.02 percent and 15.9'7 percent for 2010, and 1.5 1percent and

15.66 percent for 2011 . See Final Results, 79 FR at I 07-8.
104
10

See Timken Notice. 77 F"R at 74467.

~ See Kam Kiu, Slip Op. al20.
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from 121.22 percent to 79.80 percent. Additionally, we provided further explanations with
respect to the " Export Rebate for Mechanic, Electronic, and High-Tech .Products" program and
the aggregate AFA rate applied to Kam Kiu. We made no other changes to the Final Results.

Ronald K . Lorentzen
Acting Assistant Secretary
for Enforcement and Compliance

~ 1.3, UIS:
Dat
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Giants for Ust1n1 Shares: Uaova~l tliv (Guanc•hou Prov ine~) , Wenthou Munklpallty(Zhe)lan& Provioce),
26 aod Quan:rhou MYnlelpalltV (Fullan Provlnu)
17 Northeast R'llon Forelgo trad.e Oevelopm~nt Fund

o.ss"

o.s5"

Wi11d lowert: 5\lpporlfU.t'ldJ

Wind lowt rt ~port hand•
Wll'ld lcwcn~ S\lcport fbttdt

Guangdong Province o• National E•pon Subsidy Proarom

O.SS%

0.55%

(SUpoon fundJI

0,55%

Wind fo.Wtra l Support Junds-

Wind IQW<II: s;,gport funds

Shenzhen Is located In Guongdone Province: however Kam Klu Is
located In the Shlqlan Industria! P"k In Talsh1n, Dajlana
Wind l oW<rt! S.ooort rundt

o.ss"
0.55%

0.55'11
O.SSM

ZHTOZ Is fo(llted In Guant~dona Province; howe.ver Kam klu Is
lo~ated In the Shlqlan Industrial Park In TalshJn, Oo)\ana
Nallanal P1ogram

'Su;gott fucds

NORC P<OJII"JITI

Wind l oWou. SUpport Fund•

Guonphou Province, Zhl!)fan&l'rovlnce, and l'i>jlan Province

Wind lowerr. S..pport rundr

Nortbead pravtnces pro1ram

W!ndTowe.t.: SUppcm rundt

18 Nanilal District Grants to 1:111~and l'lewTechnoloa• fntorprls••

O.SS".

o.ss"

Nanhal Olrtrlrt li louted l"n fOJnan City. In Guonsdona Provlnco:
lloweller Ka.m KltJ Is louted In tho Shlqlan lndustrfa l ~~·~on
W111d towtu~ SuppoH Funds
hlshan. Daltana

l9 D"velopmont Assls!Jnce Gnontsfrom lhtlHTDZ locoiAulhorlty
KromrtGn>nl P<Ogronu:
30 Guanpne.d!nolo;;y R&D fo.nd•
~I Guan.c al Awards for Prtv:ne Enterpr!Je• doqnatd u Pllotlnnovauon•otlentad Entet)lrltu

o.ss"

o.ss"

louted lnJbeShlqlan lnduJ!rlal Park

Wi:nd'Tfo_,._,,, Suppor-HWJ'dl

0.55%

o.ss"

Gua,.xl Prolll(l(l!
Guanglll ProviJ'ICe

W'.,..j towt.1t: SU~pon ruodo

32 Sptclil FUJtds of Gwonpl Autoncrmous Rtalrln for Sm.111 Hlthland of hlllllts

O.SS%

GlllU!pl Zbuan& AutonomoOH RoaJoo (In southern Chino)

Wlnd. towe.n-: .SUopon fund a

ZHTDZ I.J located In Gua-nj~d.on& Province; however K'1m XJu ls

o.ss"

o.ss"
o.snc

Wtnd lowets: Stlppon f uncb

Nannlnalsloa!ed In EuanpllhuantAutonornousAtflon (In
sauthvn Chlroal
Nonnlna ls locoted In 6 uonpl Zha101 AlltonoiY!I>UI Rql011 (In
10utltern China!
l'(onnln& Is locatod In Guanpl Zh•~na Autonomo~ Rtclo<! lin
$outhun C!\lnal

o.ss"

o.ss,.

0.55"

o.ss"

c.ss"
O.SS%

o.ss"

3li Fonds fac PfOjeru of Sdmcund Technoloav Prolot,ulonols ••Nin&lh• EnterprtJos

37 Spedol funds of Nannln&Munfclpollty for Audemlc and Tcc~nlctlludeiJ of the Now Century

0.55"

0.55"

ioulh~t~n

Nannlnals located In GuanpiZ~uan& Autonomous Reaion~~~
Chino!

Wind 1awcou: S"ppcn funds

NaMirtKit lucaled In Guana•IZhuana Autonomous Aealon lin
southvn Chino)

WJnd lbw~u: Supocrt f\;nds

Guonlllll~uon& Autonomous

Wln.d towtu.S: Support funds

31 S~cbl Filnds of N.oMln& MU<11dpallt'l for Smoll Htshlond of l~ants

a

34 Asslmncu fo r SdOIIct.Ruurdi and Ttthnalasv Dhtlo~ment Plannlna Ptol«ru of ria no.., MijnldpaJIIy
Supporting Fwds of N•nnlnlt l<illnldpallty for "lnforl!llliu!lon·lndW1rtollUIIOn lnl"lfftl~n· ond
3S Development of lnlctmatlon lndUS1y

0,55%

38 Funds of Nanning Munlclpall!y fo r TechnolaiY lnnooatlon

o.5s"

o.ss"

39 Funds of Guant•l Autonomous Realon far Enttrprlsu• TuhnoiOIIY Renovation

0-S$"

D.SS%

41 Awards of ljannlna MUnltlpallty for Advancement of Stfenco and Technolon
d2 Awards of Nannlna Munlclpollty f~;r lndustrl•l E!>ltrprlllll Complttlna EntriV Savlns Taslu

0.55"

0.55'1
0.55"

0.55"

Wl,d lawen: SUppou Funds

o.5s"

NoMina II loGtted In Guanpl Zhuanc Autonornous Rrclnn (In
southern C!\lnal

Wind lower.: $ijppon /ijnd>

NanoJnr It located In Gu•~>~•l Zhu•naAutonomouslltalon lin
soulhem China)

Wf!'ldlowctnl SUp~ FUnds

o.ss"

O.S$~

o.ss"

0.SS"

o.ss"

O.SS%
0.55"

o.ss"

f1111d1 of Nmnlna Munk1110llfVforSUJtlilflblt D~otloome:ntofFortlan Trodlt
Awards of Guona>J Autonomousllql<m for fr•Uulon RtductiO(l of M•ln Pollucontl
Nal~l Fllnds fOT t~e Industry R011lt~llntlcn 1rul Tt <hnoro.Y RtnOYitlon o~t~ KtV flolds
Funds for Demo<)Jtntlon l!~.su of IMrcdutln&~orofln lntolll<t111l Prope rty
SpodJI Funcb of Guanpl Autonomoutlle&ro.t fo r ProdO.<IIon Safety (5upporlfnJ fW1d forOimln~tllla Potentlol
SO and SvtouJJy Danetrous ~rojeruf

46
41
4S
4CJ

Sl Funds ot Nanntn.t Munlclp;tllty for Project Prellmln•rv Worlct
N>IIMai F\lnds for Construction of Ten ' Key £no1JY S•vrna Proloet>', "Ke~ DemonSirallqn a.. es for Recyclln&
S2 £conamy an6 Resourco. Savfn&' •nd "Kev lnduJtrlol Pollution Control Pu>lt<tJ"
53 Funds of Guanp1 AutonomousRealon lor Promotion o l Foreltn Trode D~volopmtnt of the Wut Rtglon
54 Awalds of N• nl'llng Munldpalltv for bcell•nl for elan Trode tnlcrprbu

O.SS%

o.ss"

Wttldtoweu:. SVppcwtk.nd.s
Wind Tower•:-Siilpoort f'llnO-J

Wlrrlfl.,..<ts .t.lpponfunos

05.5%

WlndTOwt":.U. Supp:ortf'l:./ld.s

o.ss"

Wl•<f'tovmv .l<tooort f•nds
Goanpl Zhuona Auionomout ilc&lan (In touthl!n Chin• I

\'A'Id'fowl!fc SUpCf(lrtfwndl

o.SS"

IN•nnlnc It hlcated In 'G uonpl Zbu•n& Autonomouo ~•&Jon (In
sauthem China)

Wlnd to~_,._ !41P¥Jatt fwtrdt

o.ss"

o.ss"

Nation• I ~roar•m
Guanpl Zhuan1 Autonomous Region (In soutfiem C~ln•l

Wind lowers: S•ppat1 fuml>
Wind lawen! SWpa;~on r-unds

O.SS%

o.ss"

NannlnaiJ loca(od ln Guanpl Zhuanc Aulonomou• Re&lnn (In
Juuthetn China!

Wind Towet" S"puort Alf'ldj

NannlnJ lJ located lo Guanpl I~uanc Autonomous R•JIOn (In
southern China!

O.SS%

OSS%

0.55%
0.55%
0.55"

0.55%

o.ss"

o.ss"

59 Awar~<>l Nannlnaltlch·tecb Zone far Annual lop Tu P1vars of lndunrtal £ntttPrlsu
liO Award Inc Funds of Guanpl AutonomoutRgl~on for Ronovotl<>n of EntiJy.SOVlnJ Technalaalu
N•tiooal5peclil fundslor~misslon R•ductlon of Main Pollllt>nts(.Uslslance !or Cooslrvrtlon o( AoiOIYIIlk
liO SUM!IIIonce of h\1 Pol\tJtant Saurc..)
Cltonpzltoog EvaporllfOr Gronr ProO<omf'
61 El\pandlne Prod.u ctlon and Stablllzlrlr Jobs fund of Jl.anatu Provlnt£

o.ss"

0.55%
0.55"

ll2 ltchnltal Standardsilwords

Wif.ld Toww S11pport: Fu"d'

o.ss,c

SS Sptelal Funds ot Nanning Munldplllty for key Pl•nnlna p,ojeCI of Ptofoallonal• Cultivation
56 Spedal Fund•lcr Projocts of ~allan• I Selene~ •lid TtchnoloaY Supportl~l Plan
57 Fundo~of Guanpl Autonomous Realon for Entrty Savina and fmlulan Raducllon
58 SP•~clal funds of Guangxi Belbu Gull Economi<Iono lor the O~veJopment of K~ylnduJ!rlu

&3 l~tellr<1~nl Pro!M!Ilv ReW>rd

Guanpl P·r tM....,
Nannlnalt loated lnGuonpJZbuan&Auto""""'"' ~•&Jon (In
south em Otlna}
N•nnlnalt located In Guanpl lhu;onr Aulonomolfs RoaJon [Ia
sootlu!m China)
Guan«•llhuans Altlnnomo>~SRqlon (In S<>Utl<ern (lllnol

o.s5"

o.ss"

o.ss"

Rearon lin •out~ern Chln•l

Wind foW1111: Support kinds

0.55"

for Fortl&n Trode OI!Yilopment

~nrilow~ttt: S4.1ppcttFI.ind~

Wfnrt raw.w Sttgport f'und\

'Nonnlng b loc~ted•ln Guin&>l ZhuonttAutonomour Realon (In
southern China)

Membership Fee Rolunds fol Mtmb<!rs of Mine Aucut Sllb,tum or Gutl!lld Ernorgency and Rucue
44 AlsoclotiOII fOT Production Wety
M unld~JaiiiY

Wind ;owm: S.pp<lt Fuftd>

o.ss"

43 FinanCial Supportln&fundsol Nonnlna Munldoallty.f or TttltnoloJY Renovation lor Production Saf•l'l

45 AlslmoceforR&D pro(ects unGer fuodt of Nonnlnt

l</ppOI\ fllndt

Nontllp& b foeat~d In Guanp<l Zhuant Autonomous RtRion (In
southern Chino!

'

40 financial Alslmonco (lnterut sub11dy) of Nanning Munltlpollty for Key Tuhnoloay R~enovallon

W!fl~ l.,..,,.

o:ss"

O.SS%
0 .55%

o.ss"

D.SS%

o.ss"

o.ss"

o.ss"

O.SS"

o.ss"

O.SS%

Wind TGwl!r.s: Support riJnds
Wind ro~et.s ~ SupJjoft tllr'4d~

Guan&.t Provlnte.
GoJangJil Province
Nannlnclilocated In GuanJ)dZhuana Autonomous Realan (In
southern Chin• I
Guan&Jd z~uacc Autonom.o us Rearon (In southtrn China!

Wind Towc"' Suppon fUnd•

Nollon•l Proanm

Wind fo~A<~-'· S&iiipontf'u.nc.t,

Jlill\asui'rollfnce
P•o,,.rn of O.•nphou Munldp>flty and lflnbel Dlsttl<1,
d;anphou MunldpotltY,of Jt;,nasu Pravlot.t

VA'1d T~e.tt": Sl.lppon ru.,lb

Wll'ld rowerJ: s-upport f~'"df
Wl"dToWets. St~POUrt f\fnd~

Wind fOWt':l.t: S.. ppott fu.ruh

\V\nd fowv·t Sllpport fUnd..,
WiN! To"""''' ~POOI1 rut~dt

